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Introduction
This module consists of four activities which are designed to (1) raise your awareness of language and
culture and its complexities, as well as diverse ways of identity expression; (2) enable you to understand
how people may use culturally different frames of reference when making sense of each other’s
behaviour; (3) understand how individuals’ backgrounds (e.g. historical, regional, ethnic, personal, etc.)
may influence perceptions of self and other; and (4) recognise how power relations are socially
constructed and negotiated. More importantly, the activities will enable you to explore how intercultural
understanding can be achieved through critical, reflective and experiential learning and open dialogue.

Activity overview
The estimated overall time for completing all activities is 4 class hours, which corresponds to classes of
45 to 60 minutes each.
Activity

Brief description of procedures

Activity 1

In this activity, you will learn about the story of an American high school girl,
wearing a Chinese qipao for her prom, which sparked up a controversy regarding
cultural appropriation or appreciation. This activity enables you to explore how
identities and power relations are enacted and interpreted by individuals with
diverse backgrounds and lived experiences.

Culture
Appreciation or
Appropriation?
Activity 2
Language,
Identity and
Power
Relations

In this activity, you will further explore diversified views on the American girl’s high
school prom dress and learn to empathise with others’ diverse points of view by
understanding how their sociocultural, ethnic and personal backgrounds influence
their perceptions and attitudes. Through reading and discussing the reading
materials, you will also learn about how language is used in the representation,
(re)construction and (re)negotiation of identities and power relations.

Activity 3:

In this activity, through engaged reading and discussions, you will begin to build up
connections between the lived experiences of individuals. You will begin to
Lived
understand how individuals’ perceptions, identities, interracial and intercultural
Experiences,
Perceptions and relationships are shaped by others in their peer group and community. You will
continue to explore how language is used to show attitudes and power relations as
Power
individuals make sense of themselves and one another.
Relations
Activity 4:
History and
Intercultural
Understanding

In this activity, you will further explore what might have caused the conflicts and
controversies at national, ethnic, regional, social and individual levels, and in
particular, how different historical trajectories contribute to the shaping and
reshaping of people’s identities and relationships, and how they influence
communication in intercultural encounters.

Learning objectives and outcomes
This module contributes to the following learning objectives and outcomes from the Pedagogic
Framework.
Learning objectives

Learning outcomes

This activity aims to enable students to…

Learners will be able to…

1

become aware of how people construct
perceptions of the self and other.

critically reflect (in speaking or writing) on how
one’s background influences the perceptions of
self and other.

2

understand that identities are multiple (e.g.,
describe how people shape their own and
gender, age, ethnicity, nationality,
others’ identities depending on experiences,
geographical, historical, linguistic, etc.) and that encounters, contexts, and interlocutors.
they are changing, contextual and negotiated.

3

become aware of the problematic nature of
framing identity, both in interaction and in
dominant discourses (e.g., in media, politics,
institutions, family life).

recognise identity constructions (e.g.,
categorisation, stereotypes, essentialising) and
understand how these can obstruct
intercultural communication.

4

understand how different groups and
individuals may give different meanings to the
same words and so can misunderstand each
other.

recognise when words have been
misunderstood or given the wrong meaning.

Activity 1: Culture Appreciation or Appropriation?
In this activity, you will learn about the story of an American high school girl, wearing a Chinese qipao
for her prom, which sparked up a controversy regarding cultural appropriation or appreciation. This
activity enables you to explore how identities and power relations are enacted and interpreted by
individuals with diverse backgrounds and lived experiences.
1. Warming-up
 Look at the left photo and give a quick description of what you see and of your impression of the
girl wearing the qipao (often referred to as cheongsam in English). Do you like the idea of the girl
wearing a qipao for her prom?
 Look at the tweet picture (right image) of Jeremy Lam with his words of anger. Put yourself in
their situation. Who do you support: Keziah Daum or Jeremy Lam?

Screen shot of Keziah Daum’s twitter post

Screen shot of Jeremy Lam’s twitter post

2. Finding out the prom story through the video and learning related terms.
 Watch the video https://video.foxnews.com/v/5779327850001/
 Take notes of different opinions and attitudes regarding Keziah’s prom.
 Share what you have learned about the prom dress story from your notes.
 Learn the key terms with your instructor if needed (cultural appropriation, racism, culture,
identity, intercultural encounter, etc.)
3. Critical reading
Read Part I of the news story Nonsensical critics are accusing an 18-year-old girl of cultural appropriation
and racism — and they're missing something much bigger (Attachment 1) about the prom dress and
answer the following questions:
 What is the conflict between Keziah Daum and Jeremy Lam?
 What is cultural appropriation according to one writer for the Independent? How is power
related to cultural appropriation according to her?
 What did Keziah Daum say to defend herself? Does she regret wearing the dress for her prom?
 What are the public opinions about Keziah Daum’s prom dress in China?
4. Plenary discussion
Now work in small groups and read together Part II of the text Nonsensical critics are accusing an 18year-old girl of cultural appropriation and racism — and they're missing something much bigger
(Attachment 1). Discuss the following questions with your group members:
 What is the author’s attitude toward the controversy over the racist charge against Daum’s prom
dress? What does “social-justice absurdity” mean by the author?
 Is Keziah Daum’s prom dress just a dress?
 What is your opinion about the prom dress controversy? What would you do if you were Keziah
Daum?
5. Critical reflections

These questions may help you reflect on what you have learned from this activity about the complexities
of people’s perceptions of self and other in intercultural encounters:
 Is Keziah Daum’s prom dress just a dress?
 What is it to Keziah Daum and to Jeremy Lam?
 How is cultural appropriation and cultural appreciation related to the way people identify
themselves and relate to others in intercultural encounters?

Homework


Read the text This is why a white woman wearing a traditional Chinese dress is cultural
appropriation (Attachment 2).

Extension activity (optional)
Write a reflection journal of about 200 words on what you have learned from the activity about culture,
identity and relationships in intercultural encounters.
Suggested questions and structure for your reflective journal:
Introduction



What did I learn about cultural appropriation and cultural appreciation from
the activity?

Details for my
intercultural
learning from
the activity



Which specific learning tasks or steps impressed me with new knowledge, new
experience and new understanding about perceptions and attitudes towards
self and others, identity (re)construction and power relations through everyday
life behaviour (such as prom dress) and through the use of language?

Reflection



What insights have I got from this activity about the complexities for
intercultural learning?
What changes have I made in my perceptions and attitudes towards myself and
others? And about the role of language as social and cultural practice?
How will these changes influence my future intercultural learning and
intercultural encounters?




Activity 2: Language, Identity and Power Relations
In this activity, you will further explore diverse views on the American girl’s high school prom dress
and learn to empathise with different view holders by understanding how their sociocultural, ethnic
and personal backgrounds influence their perceptions and attitudes. Through reading and discussing
the reading materials, you will also learn about how language is used in the representation,
(re)construction and (re)negotiation of identities and power relations.
Pre-activity task: Read the article This is why a white woman wearing a traditional Chinese dress is
cultural appropriation. Familiarize yourself with the content of the article and questions for class

discussion. You may read the questions first and then start reading the article with these questions in
mind. Learn the new words and expressions before class activity.
1. Reflect on Keziah Daum’s prom dress story by answering the following questions:
 Do you think that people are being nonsensical when they accuse Keziah Daum of cultural
appropriation? (Refer to the title of Attachment 1/activity 1)
 Do you think that “a white woman wearing a traditional Chinese dress is cultural appropriation”?
 What could have been the reasons for some people to take Keziah Daum’s prom dress as cultural
appropriation?
2. Critical reading and plenary discussion
Answer the following questions based on the article This is why a white woman wearing a traditional
Chinese dress is cultural appropriation (Attachment 2).
 According to the author, why is a white woman wearing a traditional Chinese dress is cultural
appropriation?
 What is cultural appropriation according to the author? And what are the defining factors for
judgments of cultural appropriation?
 How does the author identify herself? How has she been identified by others? And what kind of
a person does she prefer to be identified as?
 How did she find out others’ identifications of her? /How did she know that she has been
identified as such by others?
 How does she feel about others’ identifications of her?
 What does white privilege mean? How has it affected the life of the non-whites in America?
 How has she been influenced by the perceived identity created by others? And what has she
done to push herself away from her Asian identity?
3. Critical self-reflection and group discussion
Continue with tasks on Attachment 2. This time you work in small groups and share your views on the
questions below based on your critical self-reflections, esp. comparing your understandings before and
after reading this article.
 Do you think that people are being nonsensical when they accuse Keziah Daum for cultural
appropriation?
 Do you think the author is being sensible in saying that “a white woman wearing a traditional
Chinese dress is cultural appropriation”？
 Are your answers the same or different before and after the reading and discussions?
 Why do you have the same or different view about the issue? What may have influenced your
position on the issue?
4. Focusing on language, understanding the relations between the word and the world
 Work in small groups again to search with your peers in the article you have read for words and
expressions that indicate the author’s attitudes, opinions, judgements, and emotional

experiences. Your group representative will report to the whole class what the identified words
and expressions are and what they tell about the author’s individual as well as social identities.


Then tell the class what you have learned from the reading and discussions about the power of
“power language” (language used in talking about power relations) in the media and in
interpersonal/intercultural interactions.

Homework
Read and prepare two articles before the next class (Attachment 3 & 4).
Extension activity (optional)
Write a reflection journal in about 200 words on what you have from the activity about the role language
plays in the (re)construction of power relations and identities in intercultural interactions.
Suggested questions and structure for your reflective journal:
Introduction



What did I learn about the power of language and the language of power from
the activity? How is the word related to the world or vice versa?

Details for my
intercultural
learning from
the activity



Which specific learning tasks or steps impressed me with new knowledge, new
experience and new understanding about perceptions and attitudes towards
self and others, identity (re)construction and power relations through everyday
life behaviour (such as prom dress) and through the use of language?

Reflection



What insights have I got from this activity about the complexities for
intercultural learning?
What changes have I made in my perceptions and attitudes towards myself and
others? And about the role of language as social and cultural practice?
How will these changes influence my future intercultural learning and
intercultural encounters?




Activity 3: Lived Experiences, Perceptions, and Power Relations
In this activity, through engaged reading and discussions, you will begin to build up connections
between the lived experiences of individuals. You will begin to understand how individuals’
perceptions, identities, interracial and intercultural relationships are shaped by others in their peer
group and community. You will continue to explore how language is used to show attitudes and power
relations as individuals make sense of themselves and one another.
1. Warming-up
 Look at the drinking-fountain picture and then give a quick description of what you see and your
overall impressions.




What is the message of the sign? What do you know about the backgrounds when the U.S.
institutionally separated people by the colours of their skin?
Imagine yourself to be one of the American blacks living in the time of segregation. How would
experiences of segregation make you feel about yourself and about the dominating whites in the
society?

Racial Segregation for the use of water fountain (Martin & Nakayama, 2013, p.219)

Read the article Columbus Day: To celebrate or to condemn it? (Attachment 3) and answer
the questions below:
 What does the article tell about the author’s attitudes towards Columbus Day?
 How do the American Indians perceive themselves in relation to the land? And how do they
perceive the Europeans on the American land in the past and contemporary times?
 What words are used to demonstrate the author’s attitudes to the American/Western story of
Columbus the Explorer and the impact of the “discovery” on the American land?
 What words indicate the American Indians’ perception of what the Europeans have done to
their land?
Questions for critical self-reflection:
 What did you learn from the article about Columbus Day?
 What implications can you draw from the text on the understanding of people’s lived
experience in relation to their identities, interracial/intercultural relations and communication?
2. Critical reading with focus on language and group discussion
Work in two groups and read the designated part of the article The pros and cons of Columbus Day
(Attachment 4). One group will read the part on the Pros and another group the part on the Cons.
 Mark the words of attitudes for the pros or cons with your group and list all the pros or cons for
Columbus Day. Discuss the reasons behind the pros or cons.
3. Focusing on language and critical self-reflection
 A representative from each group presents the list of words for pros and/or cons and share
group views with the whole class.
 Reflect on your own reading and understanding while listening to others’ presentations and
comparing them with your individual as well as your own group’s findings and conclusions.

4. Summary and critical actions
 Summarize what you have learned from the activity.
 Share your ideas on what the government can do to resolve the cultural conflicts over Columbus
Day.

Homework (optional）


Read and prepare two articles before the next class (Attachment 5 & 6).

Extension activity
Watch the video (clip) of the movie Green Book and learn about the background of the movie. Answer
the questions:
 What impact may the racial segregation policies have on the lives of the blacks, their
relationships and communication with the whites in the US?
 How did the relationship between Dr. Shirley and Tony change from employer and employee to
true friendship?
 What implication does this friendship have for intercultural communication between people of
different races, ethnicities, professions, education levels, and social status?
Links to video clip of the Green Book movie (activity 3)
 https://v.qq.com/x/page/l08408yu7un.html (02:26)
 http://www.iqiyi.com/w_19sad1g34h.html (with Chinese subtitles) (02:43)
 https://v.qq.com/x/cover/y0030b6r1tt/y0030b6r1tt.html (02:09:50) （Chinese version）

Extension activity (optional)


Write a reflection journal in about 200 words on what you have learned from the activity about
how individual and/or group lived experiences may define people’s perceptions of self and other
as well as the power relations with one another.

Suggested questions and structure for your reflective journal:
Introduction



What did I learn from this activity about the impact of individual and group’s
lived experiences on the perceptions of self and other, and on how people
relate to each other in intercultural encounters?

Details for my
intercultural
learning from
the activity



Which specific learning tasks or steps impressed me with new knowledge, new
experience and new understanding about perceptions and attitudes towards
self and others, (re)construction and (re)negotiation of meanings, identities
and power relations through everyday life behaviour (e.g. setting up a social
divide between people, celebrating or not celebrating a holiday

commemorating a historic event such as Columbus Day) and through the use of
language?
Reflection





What insights have I got from this activity about the complexities for
intercultural learning?
What changes have I made in my perceptions and attitudes towards myself and
others? And about the role of language as social and cultural practice?
How will these changes influence my future intercultural learning and
intercultural encounters?

Activity 4: History and Intercultural Understanding
In this activity, you will further explore what might have caused the conflicts and controversies at
national, ethnic, regional, social and individual levels, and in particular, how different historical
trajectories contribute to the shaping and reshaping of people’s identities and relationships, and how
they influence communication in intercultural encounters.
1. Warming-up
• Share and comment on proverbs or sayings about history, such as:
Every day of your life is a page of your history.
The historian and the detective have much in common.
Each time history repeats itself, the price goes up.
• Now think about history and intercultural communication: how are they related to each other?
2. Critical reading and plenary discussion
Read Intercultural communication and history, the excerpt from Intercultural Communication in Contexts
by Judith N. Martin and Thomas K. Nakayama (2013, Attachment 5). Discuss the below questions in
plenary.
 Do you agree with the authors that without history it is impossible to understand who we are
and who the others are?
 What examples did the authors give for influences of history on intercultural communication?
 How did personal experiences with Civil War influence Judith and her relationship with her
university dormitory suitemates?
 Do you agree that how we think about the past very much influences how we think about
ourselves and others? Why do you think so?
 How do you understand the authors’ claim that there is no single version of history? What is the
implication of this view of history for intercultural communication?
3. Critical self-reflection and group discussion
Now work in small groups to discuss one of the questions below:
 Can you think of examples in your personal, family, ethnic or national history that demonstrate
the connection between history, identity and power relations?



Can you apply the dialectic view of history to intercultural conflicts in the first three activities or
any other real-life intercultural encounters? Is history a contributing factor to the conflicts or
controversies over the American high school girl’s Chinese-style prom dress, the positive and
negative attitudes towards Columbus’ “discovery” of America?

4. Applying a historical perspective to intercultural miscommunication
Watch the video Obama’s Words at Ceremony Stirs Trouble With Poland:
https://www.aol.com/video/view/obamas-words-at-ceremony-stirs-trouble-withpoland/55493323e4b0f61941d5f099/
 Summarize what Obama had said that caused him trouble in Poland.
Read the news story (Attachment 6) and finding out what historical factors have caused Obama’s
trouble. Retell the story in your own words by addressing the questions below:
 What did President Obama say that has outraged Poland government and people?
 What negative feelings and meanings did Obama’s misspoken words projected among the
Polish?
 What should have Obama said in the given context and why that was so important?
 What did Poland expect from Obama to rectify his mistake?
Reflect on the message and implications of the incident:
 What lessons can you learn from this incident about history, the use of language and
intercultural communication?

Homework (optional)
Write a reflection journal in about 200 words on what you have learned from the activity about why and
how history matters to intercultural understanding.
Suggested questions and structure for your reflective journal:
Introduction



What did I learn from this activity about the impact of history on the
perceptions of self and other, and on how people relate to each other in
intercultural encounters?

Details for my
intercultural
learning from
the activity



Which specific learning tasks or steps impressed me with new knowledge, new
experience and new understanding about perceptions and attitudes towards
self and others, identity (re)construction and power relations through everyday
life behaviour (e.g. Judith making friends with her suitemate from the South)
and through the use of language (e.g. the phrasing of references to certain
people and places such as “Polish death camp”)?

Reflection



What insights have I got from this activity about the complexities for
intercultural learning?




What changes have I made in my perceptions and attitudes towards myself and
others? And about the role of language as social and cultural practice?
How will these changes influence my future intercultural learning and
intercultural encounters?

Self-assessment
Complete the following self-assessment grid to reflect on what you have learned from this module, with
reference to the learning outcomes of this module.
I still have to learn…
Learning objectives
I have learnt…
This activity aims to enable
students to…
become aware of how
people construct
perceptions of the self and
other.
understand that identities
are multiple (e.g., gender,
age, ethnicity, nationality,
geographical, historical,
linguistic, etc.) and that they
are changing, contextual and
negotiated.
become aware of the
problematic nature of
framing identity, both in
interaction and in dominant
discourses (e.g., in media,
politics, institutions, family
life).
understand how different
groups and individuals may
give different meanings to
the same words and so can
misunderstand each other.

I have learnt it thanks to

Because…

Attachments
Attachment 1
Nonsensical critics are accusing an 18-year-old girl of cultural appropriation and racism — and they're
missing something much bigger
Daniella Greenbaum
Retrieved from (with some adaptations for this activity): https://politicallybrewed.com/nonsensicalcritics-are-accusing-an-18-year-old-girl-of-cultural-appropriation-and-racism-and-theyre-missingsomething-much-bigger-business-insider/
Part I
Keziah Daum is an 18-year-old girl who wore a Chinese dress to prom. She has been criticized for being
racist, and for culturally appropriating Chinese fashion. What her critics are missing is that Daum's
actions are good for anyone who seeks an integrated and unbiased world.
Last week, an 18-year-old named Keziah Daum posted pictures on Twitter of herself, her date, and her
friends at their prom. The social-media moment quickly devolved into something more sinister.
Within a few days Daum's tweet — and her life — blew up.
In a tweet that's since gone viral, a guy named Jeremy Lam retweeted Daum's post.
"My culture is NOT your goddamn prom dress," he wrote.
Many people agreed with Lam, accusing Daum of being a racist who was culturally appropriating Chinese
fashion and history. Writing in the Independent, Eliza Anyangwe wrote that "the debate [Daum's] prom
pictures have prompted is justified," and that "cultural appropriation is about power, and to many she's
the embodiment of a system that empowers white people to take whatever they want."
I spoke with Daum about why she chose to wear the dress and about how she's been handling the
fallout. The 18-year-old is facing the criticism with composure and grace, and she's been a model for how
well-meaning people who get caught in the crosshairs of social-justice absurdity should comport
themselves.
She told me that her critics didn't understand that she "admires Chinese culture and loved the beauty of
the dress." She said she wanted to showcase that by wearing it.
I asked how she's handled being called a racist.
"The people who are responding to this in a negative way don't fully understand the whole story and the
reason I wore the dress in the first place. It's important to be aware of intention, and my intention was to
show my admiration for this culture," she said.

I asked Daum what's been giving her the strength to stand by her convictions. She's told several outlets
that she doesn't regret wearing the dress and that she would wear it again. She told me she knows "you
can't please everyone," and that "there's always going to be someone who will disagree."
"I know what I did and why," she said, adding "the support that's coming in from China is how I'm staying
strong."
Daum was referring to an article from the South China Morning Post, which cited many Chinese people
who had commented in support of the teen. She also saw some support on social media.
Part II
Such a reaction is rare in our current political climate. Ours is an age that is obsessed with diversity and
integration, yet bizarrely draws lines that seek to separate people and cultures.
Here's a brief thought experiment: If Daum had walked into the store, seen an eye-popping beautiful red
dress, ventured to try it on but then chose not purchase it "because it was Chinese," we would be having
the same conversation — and accusing her of being racist — only that scenario would merit the charge.
To smear Daum in this way is totally diminish the meaning of the word racism into nonbeing, and to do a
disservice to those victims of real — not imagined — racism.
And in the long run, the idea that a forced separation of cultures — with strict rules about who can wear.

Attachment 2
This is why a white woman wearing a traditional Chinese dress is cultural appropriation
Nian Hu
Retrieved and adapted from: https://www.thisisinsider.com/keziah-daum-wearing-chinese-dress-promcultural-appropriation-2018-5
When 18-year-old white woman Keziah Daum received backlash for wearing a traditional Chinese dress
called a qipao to her high school prom, Daniella Greenbaum argued in an op-ed for Business Insider that
the cries of cultural appropriation were "nonsensical."
Cultural appropriation is a term that refers to the adoption of elements in a minority culture by members
of the dominant culture. Power is the defining difference between what is and what isn't cultural
appropriation, and an analysis of power is essential when evaluating the circumstances.
Scholar Francis E. Kendall explains that white people are granted an institutional set of benefits, called
"white privilege," allowing them toescape the injustices and inconveniences that people of color
experience every day.
White privilege is the reason why 73% of the senior executives at Fortune 500 companies are white, 97%
of Republican politicians and 79% of Democratic politicians are white, and why the median white
household has about 13 times the wealth of the median black household.

Asian people, on the other hand, represent a minority culture in the United States. From the Chinese
Exclusion Act of 1882 to the Japanese internment camps in World War II to the brutal murder of Vincent
Chin, Asian people have historically faced discrimination in the United States.
It persists to this very day — barely one-third of television shows have an Asian series regular, white
actors are still chosen to play the roles of Asian people in Hollywood movies, and Asians are the least
likely to be promoted to managerial or executive positions at tech companies. The discrimination that
Asian people experience in the United States permeates every single aspect of society — from the
institutional level to the individual level.
As an Asian-American, I have experienced marginalization. From the people who ask me if my family
"really eats dogs," to the white men who tell me that they like my "exotic" features, to all the people
who have told me to "go back to where you came from," to the seemingly innocuous question "Where
are you really from?" and deceptively flattering comment "Your English is really good!"
All of these incidents remind me that I do not belong in this country, and that no matter what I do to
prove that I am just as American as anyone else — eat hamburgers, drink Starbucks, wear J. Crew — I will
always be seen as a strange barbaric foreigner, or a submissive exotic princess from the Orient.
For many years, I tried as hard as I could to push myself away from my Asian identity. "I'm not Asian," I
would say. "I'm basically white." I refused to learn Chinese or wear the traditional Chinese clothing that
my parents wanted me to wear. This defiance came from a place of intense self-loathing, a deeplyrooted feeling of humiliation for the shape of my eyes, the broken English that my parents spoke, and
the spicy Chinese food we ate at home.
From an early age, I learned that all of these things that made me Asian — would also make me a target
for humiliation and taunting.
It would have been unthinkable for me to wear a qipao and pose with my hands together in prayer, as
Daum did in her prom photos. Then I would truly become the strange barbaric foreigner who did not
belong in this country, or the submissive Oriental jade princess that inhabited white men's fantasies.
I didn't want that. I wanted people to see me as their equal. I wanted people to stop complimenting me
on my English or asking me where I was from. I wanted people to see me for who I really was — another
American, just like them.
It doesn't matter that Daum said, "I'm simply showing my appreciation to their culture." Cultural
appropriation has everything to do with who has power and who is powerless, who is dominant and who
is marginalized. That's why Daum was able to wear the dress she did without mockery — because of the
power and privilege that her whiteness affords her. And in a country where Asian people are
marginalized, the decision for a white woman to wear a Chinese dress would be considered cultural
appropriation — not cultural appreciation.

Attachment 3
Columbus Day: To celebrate or to condemn it?
Taken from Martin, Judith N. and Nakayama, Thomas K. 2009. Intercultural Communication in Contexts
(5th Edition). New York: McGraw-Hill Higher Education. p.148
How we commemorate the past can create intercultural conflicts, in that many historical events are
entangled in contemporary cultural identities (See Figure 4-3.) Note the powerful language used in this
condemnation of Columbus Day.
Columbus Day as a national, and
international, phenomenon reflects a
much larger dynamic that promotes
myriad myths and historical lies that have
been used through the ages to
dehumanize Indians, justifying the theft
of our lands, the attempted destruction
of our nations, and the genocide against
our peoples. From the 15th century to the
present, the myth of Columbus’ discovery
has been used in the development of laws
and policies that offend the most basic
human rights principles: theft equals the
righteous spread of civilization, genocide is God’s deliverance of the wilderness from the savages, and
the destruction of Indian societies proves the spiritual and moral superiority of European values and
institutions over indigenous ones.
Columbus Day is a perpetuation of racist assumptions that the Western Hemisphere was a wasteland
cluttered with savages awaiting the blessings of Western “civilization.” Throughout the hemisphere,
educational systems perpetuate these myths—suggesting that indigenous peoples have contributed
nothing to the world, and, consequently, should be grateful for their colonization and their microwave
ovens.
Source: From “Why the American Indian Movement of Colorado Opposes Columbus Day and Columbus
Day Parades,” Transform Columbus Day, 2004, http://www.transformcolumbusday.org/.

Attachment 4
The pros and cons of Columbus Day (with adaptations for Activity 3)
Elliott Lassitter and John Wirt
The following text is retrieved from:
https://www.howellmainfour.com/11222/opinion/the-pros-and-cons-ofcolumbus-day/
The con for Columbus Day written by Elliot Lassitter.
While Columbus Day is not a widely celebrated holiday, the question of
whether or not to celebrate it are definitely up for discussion. As known by
many, Columbus Day commemorates the discovery of the New World by
none other than Christopher Columbus himself. With as simple of a description as that, one would
wonder why so much controversy arises from a legal American holiday. Unfortunately, many irksome
doings lay deep under the surface.
The opposition towards Christopher Columbus did not commence in today’s society, or even the 21st
century. Dating back around 200 years, the nonreligious had been adverse to this celebration. This was
due to the impression that Columbus was attempting to spread Catholic influence. This criticism had
quickly faded over time, and was replaced by a more pressing issue; the improper treatment towards
indigenous people.
Religion was heavily forced upon the Native American tribes, and the Europeans’ means of dealing with
their “obstacles” run much more inhumane. The New World was discovered within the same timeframe
as when slave trade had begun to arise. Thousands of the Taino, or “Indians” as Columbus had referred
to them, were shipped out to be traded internationally. This is where many of the peaceful natives were
met with brutal deaths onboard, whether it be from disease or mistreatment from the handlers. Those
left were forced to work in mines and plantations. The population of the Taino decreased by over two
hundred thousand within sixty years.
The American Indian Movement, among other groups, have gone as far as to state that the continuous
celebration of this holiday is oppressive towards Native Americans. It is claimed by these people that the
enjoyment and simplicity of Columbus Day is almost a mask or distraction to divert the people from the
many indigenous lives lost after the discovery of the New World. This has started to cause a change, and
many cities within America have taken on a remuneration for the controversial holiday. Areas within
Texas and California began celebrating “Indigenous People’s Day” as a means of pointing the spotlight on
the natives, rather than Columbus himself.
Despite the time that has passed, Columbus Day still remains a subject that most people would rather
not think about. It is known by many as to what had happened after America’s discovery. Americans

have the right to celebrate whatever they chose, but the history behind Columbus Day is not to be
ignored.
The pro for Columbus Day written by John Wirt
Christopher Columbus sailed the ocean blue in 1492. With three boats, the Nina, Pinta, and Santa Maria,
he set out in search of a better trade route to India. After a few weeks’ sailing, he landed in the presentday Bahamas. Though he didn’t “discover” America, he was the person to show the rest of the
developed world that there was more faraway lands.
Columbus Day is a controversial holiday, but one that should be celebrated. If it wasn’t for Columbus, the
motivation for exploration and expansion wouldn’t have become a priority because nobody knew about
the Americas. Columbus set a precedent for exploration of the new world. Because of his voyages to
America, other great explorers ventured across the Atlantic and in under one hundred years, settled the
new world.
Columbus was from a middle-class family. His father was a wool weaver, and cheese stand owner. He
decided at an early age that this was not the life for him. He read books, studied the ocean, and made a
name for himself. After his voyage to America, he became one of the most well-known explorers of his
time. He is an inspiration to many young people. He shows the effect of willpower and perseverance.
This is also apparent when he was trying to get sponsorships for the trips. He was turned down from the
Portuguese crown, Genoa crown, Venice crown, and English crown. He finally ended up getting a
sponsorship with the Spanish crown, and was off to explore the world. Had he have given up, the world
would be drastically different today.
Columbus inspired countless other explorers, both of his time and of modern time, to explore and make
discoveries. He led the way for future colonists to settle the United States. Without Columbus, the age of
exploration wouldn’t have been inspired in the way that it was, and has a vital place in American history.
Though it has its controversies, Columbus Day should be celebrated. Without him, the modern world
would not be the way it is today.

Attachment 5
History and Intercultural Communication (Excerpt)
Excerpt from: Martin, J., & Nakayama, T.K. (2013). Intercultural communication in contexts (5th ed., pp.
121-122). New York: McGraw-Hill Higher Education.
How we think about the past very much influences how we think about ourselves and others even here
in the United States. Judith went to college in southern Virginia after growing up in Delaware and
Pennsylvania. She was shocked to encounter the antipathy that her dormitory suitemates expressed
toward northerners. The suitemates stated emphatically that they had no desire to visit the North; they
felt certain that “Yankees” were unfriendly and unpleasant people.

For Judith, the Civil War was a paragraph in a history book; for her suitemates, that historical event held
a more important meaning. It took a while for friendships to develop between Judith and her suitemates.
In this way, their interactions demonstrated the present–past dialectic. Indeed, this exemplifies the
central focus of this chapter: that various histories contextualize intercultural communication. Taking a
dialectical perspective enables us to understand how history positions people in different places from
which they can communicate and understand other people’s messages.
As you will see, culture and cultural identities are intimately tied to history because they have no
meaning without history. Yet there is no single version of history; the past has been written in many
different ways. For example, your own family has its version of family history that must be placed in
dialectical tension with all of the other narratives about the past. Is it important to you to feel positive
about who your forebears were and where they came from? We often feel a strong need to identify in
positive ways with our past even if we are not interested in history. The stories of the past, whether
accurate or not, help us understand why our families live where they do, why they own or lost land
there, and so on. We experience this dialectical tension between the past, the present, and the future
every day. It helps us understand who we are and why we live and communicate in the ways we do.
Note: Knowledge about the conflicts between the Israelis and the Palestinians, disputes over the Kashmir
region, Indian participation in the struggle for independence of Bangladesh should be helpful in
understanding this text.

Attachment 6
Poles outraged over Obama's words on 'Polish death camps'
Monika Scislowska
(Retrieved from https://bbs.chinadaily.com.cn/thread-751340-1-273.html)
WARSAW, Poland - Poland's leaders said Wednesday they weren't completely satisfied with a White
House explanation that President Barack Obama misspoke when he referred to "Polish death camps"
during a ceremony honoring a World War II hero, saying they wanted a stronger response.
The phrasing is considered hugely offensive in Poland, where Nazi Germany murdered Poles, Jews and
others in death camps it built during World War II on Polish and German territory. Poles have responded
with outrage, saying Obama should have called it a "German death camp in Nazi-occupied Poland" to
distinguish the perpetrators from the location.
President Bronislaw Komorowski said he has written to Obama and hopes the letter will lead to a "joint
correcting of the unfortunate mistake" that could prevent the use of such phrases in the future.
"In my opinion, the words of the U.S. president — unjust and painful to us all — about a Polish death
camp, do not reflect either the views or the intentions of our American friend," Komorowski told a news

conference.
White House spokesman Jay Carney on Wednesday reiterated the administration's earlier assertion that
Obama simply misspoke when he referred to "Polish death camps."
"This was a simple mistake and we regret it," he said. "It was Nazi death camps that the president was
referring to."
Carney said Obama had not spoken to Prime Minister Donald Tusk.
Earlier Wednesday, Tusk said he was accepting a White House explanation that Obama "misspoke" but
was still waiting for a "stronger, more pointed reaction" that could eliminate the phrasing "once and for
all." Tusk said it was a "matter of the U.S.'s reputation." He hinted it should include facts about Nazi
Germany's brutal occupation of Poland, during which 6 million Polish citizens were killed, half of them
Jews.
Stressing that the entire Polish nation felt affected by Obama's words, Tusk said: "We always react in the
same way when ignorance, lack of knowledge, bad intentions lead to such a distortion of history, so
painful for us here in Poland, in a country which suffered like no other in Europe during World War II."
"When someone says `Polish death camps,' it is as if there were no Nazis, no German responsibility, as if
there were no Hitler — that is why our Polish sensitivity in these situations is so much more than just
simply a feeling of national pride," Tusk said.
Former President and Solidarity founder Lech Walesa said the phrase confused henchmen with their
victims but that Obama's mistake might prevent similar statements by others.
Foreign Minister Radek Sikorski thanked Obama for honoring Poland's "national hero" and expressed
hope that the "unfortunate words" will serve as foundations for jointly educating the world about
Poland's role in World War II.
The White House said the president misspoke Tuesday in bestowing the Medal of Freedom
posthumously on Jan Kozielewski, alias Karski, a Polish emissary who in 1943 alerted Allied leaders in
London and Washington to mass killings of Jews in Europe and in Nazi-occupied Poland. In order to
gather first-hand evidence he risked his life and was secretly smuggled into the Warsaw Ghetto and a
death camp. His account was met with disbelief and brought no reaction.
Anxious to quell the current controversy, the White House also noted that the president visited the
Warsaw Ghetto Memorial while in Poland last year and that he has repeatedly discussed the bravery of
Poles during World War II.
The Polish Embassy in Washington, on its website, has a "how-to guide" on concentration camps that
states that references to Polish death camps are "factually incorrect slurs" that should be corrected.

Warsaw's Jewish community also said it found the Obama's language "deeply upsetting," even though it
is clear he meant no disrespect.
"Though it should be obvious he referred to geographical location only, and no slur on Poland was
intended, the phrase carries a potential (for) misinterpretation," it said, adding that it is "injurious to the
very values and accomplishments" of the Polish anti-Nazi resistance.
"We expect President Barack Obama to personally rectify his choice of words," the Jewish community
added.

